Homework tasks - w/c 21st September
Remember you can contact your phase leader if you have any questions by calling the school office or message your
teacher on Google Classroom.
Don’t forget to hand in your work by Monday each week on Google Drive or bring in your homework book each
Monday.
Work on My Maths and Maths with Parents should also be completed by the same day!

Reading
1. Read your reading book at home for at least ten minutes each day. Write a comment in your reading record about
what you have read.
2. Read through the following news article on First News and complete the questions https://schools.firstnews.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/sites/3/resources/Look-Closer-744.pdf
Task
Write a book review - you could use the example below to help you.

Spelling and Grammar
Spellings
Our spelling patterns this week are ‘ed’ and ‘ing’:
Choose 2 activities from the list below to help you learn the spellings below.
1) Write the words out in your neatest, joined handwriting.
2) Make up a word search for your words.
3) Explain the rule for adding -ed or -ing to a word.
Complete these activities in your homework book or on Google Drive.

Group 1

Group 2

walked

watched

jumped

scraped

baked

wasted

liked

scrapped

ripped

flipped

trapped

scratching

walking

grating

jumping

lapping

baking

gliding

begging

stepping

Grammar
In Grammar this week we have been learning about adjectives.
Watch this video here if you can.https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/zy2r6yc
Then complete the following task where you have to fill in the blanks with some great adjectives:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Watching from her ___________ window, Jackie watched the __________ creature stomp down the street,
It was a _________ day as Jake rushed downstairs to his __________ garden.
Greta watched the most ___________ match she had ever seen.
After Trevor had eaten his _______________ breakfast, he took out his _________ bike and rode to his friend’s house.
The night was _______ as they walked through the ___________ forest at night.

Maths
1. Complete your MyMaths activities online - one each week.
2. Practise your times tables on TT rockstars each day.
3. Log onto Maths with Parents.

PSHCE/ Topic
This week’s focus is on Healthy Lifestyles!
1) Work through lesson1 : https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/eat-well-live-well-7109
2) From the video it tells you to create a prompt (this is like a poster) of the three most important things for a healthy
lifestyle: balanced diet, exercise and rest. There are some good examples in the video but be creative and come up with
your own ideas. Make it colourful! Upload your prompt to Google Classroom.

